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Abstract: With the rapid development and popularization of new-generation technologies such as cloud computing, big data, and artiﬁcial intelligence, the construction of smart grids has become more diversiﬁed. Accurate quick reading
and classiﬁcation of the electricity consumption of residential users can provide
a more in-depth perception of the actual power consumption of residents, which
is essential to ensure the normal operation of the power system, energy management and planning. Based on the distributed architecture of cloud computing, this
paper designs an improved random forest residential electricity classiﬁcation
method. It uses the unique out-of-bag error of random forest and combines the
Drosophila algorithm to optimize the internal parameters of the random forest,
thereby improving the performance of the random forest algorithm. This method
uses MapReduce to train an improved random forest model on the cloud computing platform, and then uses the trained model to analyze the residential electricity
consumption data set, divides all residents into 5 categories, and veriﬁes the effectiveness of the model through experiments and feasibility.
Keywords: Cloud computing; Hadoop; random forest; user classiﬁcation

1 Introduction
With the construction and development of urbanization in China, the number of residential quarters of
cities is increasing. The total amount of electricity consumed by urban residents is also increasing, which
brings new challenges to the stable operation of the power grid. Categorizing the electricity consumption
of residential users can help the power supply side perform better resource management and distribution,
and reduce power loss [1,2].
There have been many analyses and studies on residential electricity consumption. Song et al. [3] used
factors such as holidays and weekends as the parameters of the ANN (Artiﬁcial Neural Network) model to
predict short-term power consumption. Loktionov et al. [4] used the seasonal decomposition method to study the
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relationship between urban electricity consumption and climate change. They analyze electricity consumption in
terms of time. Liu et al. [5] proposed a method to identify users in the same transformer area based on an
improved k-means clustering algorithm. However, these do not involve the classiﬁcation of speciﬁc users.
Zhang et al. [6] used the two-step clustering method to classify residential users by extracting the
characteristics of the electricity load curve. Song et al. [7] analyzed the relationship between household
income and user electricity consumption. Song et al. [8] analyzed the user’s power consumption pattern of
pattern recognition power supplies. The above methods have classiﬁed users from different perspectives, but
due to the increasing amount of data in the grid system now. Some current methods focus more on
optimizing classiﬁcation accuracy, and ignore the timeliness of response, which can no longer meet the demand.
Based on this, this paper designs a random forest residential electricity classiﬁcation method based on the
distributed architecture of cloud computing. This method ﬁrstly uses the fruit ﬂy algorithm to improve the
random forest model, and then uses MapReduce to train the improved random forest model on the cloud
computing platform. After that, the trained model is used to analyze the residential electricity consumption
data set, and all residents are divided into 5 categories. The effect of the model is veriﬁed through experiments.
2 Preparation
2.1 Cloud Computing Architecture
Cloud computing is a concept ﬁrst proposed by Google [9]. It is the development of distributed
computing, grid computing and parallel computing. It distributes computing tasks to a large number of
computers or virtual machines through the network, and realizes the decomposition of huge computing
tasks, thereby obtaining the calculation results of the tasks faster. Therefore, it is very suitable for the
analysis and processing of massive concurrent data. Currently the main popular cloud computing
technologies are Hadoop and Spark. This paper uses Hadoop architecture to build the model. The main
task deployment of Hadoop is divided into three parts: client machine, master node and slave node [10].
The master node is responsible for the supervision of HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) and Map
Reduce, and the slave node is responsible for computing instructions and storing data [11].
The overall framework of Hadoop is shown in Fig. 1. Among them, HDFS is a distributed ﬁle system,
MapReduce is a programming model, and HDFS and Map Reduce are two key functional modules of
Hadoop. In addition, HBase is a distributed database based on the column storage model, and Pig is a data
analysis platform that provides operations and programming interfaces for massive data parallel operations.
Hive is a tool that provides SQL queries, Sqoop is a tool for data transfer between Hadoop and traditional
databases, ZooKeeper is a collaborative working system, and Avro is a data serialization system [12].
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Figure 1: The overall framework of Hadoop
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2.2 Random Forest
Random forest is an ensemble classiﬁcation algorithm composed of several decision trees based on
statistical learning theory [13,14]. The principle is to extract some samples of the original sample set by
using the re-sampling method that can be replaced to train multiple decision trees. The ﬁnal prediction
result of the random forest model is obtained by comprehensively training the prediction results of
multiple decision trees.
Suppose a random forest RF ¼ f<ðX ; Ti Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; …; N g contains N decision trees, Ti is an
independently distributed random vector, and X is a sample set. As shown in the Fig. 2: the basic idea of
random forest classiﬁcation is: randomly extract a sampling sample set A from the sample set, train a
decision tree respectively, and use the majority voting method to vote according to the output results of
N
P
these decision trees to obtain the ﬁnal random forest classiﬁcation result RF ð xÞ ¼ arg max F ðTi ; xÞ,
i¼1

where represents the output result of the random forest on the data x, and A represents the indicative
function of the classiﬁcation result of the i-th decision tree on the data x.
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Figure 2: Random forest diagram
When constructing a random forest, an out-of-bag data set will be generated. The out-of-bag error of the
out-of-bag data set can be used to measure the performance of the model. The random forest out-of-bag error
formula is as follows:
Oob ¼

ErrðX  AÞ
X A

(1)

The function Err is the count of the number of misclassiﬁcations.
According to random forest RF ¼ f<ðX ; Ti Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; …; N g, the remaining quantity function can be
obtained as:
MGð X Þ ¼ avk ðF ðTi ; X Þ ¼ Y Þ  MAXavk ðF ðTi ; X Þ 6¼ Y Þ

(2)

The larger the margin value, the more reliable the classiﬁcation prediction.
3 Model Building
3.1 In-line Style
Since the collected electricity consumption data will have problems such as missing and irregularities,
the data needs to be preprocessed. Preprocessing is divided into two steps: missing data completion and
data standardization.
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Use interpolation method to complete the data, set the original data set as X ¼ fx1;1 ; …; x1;n ; …;
xm;1 ; …; xm;n g, if the data is missing, then
xi;j ¼

xi;j1 þ xi;jþ1
2

(3)

If continuous data is missing, for example, xi;j ; …; xi;jþt are all missing, then
xi;j1 þ xi;jþtþ1
2
xi;jþi1 þ xi;jþtþ1
¼
; i ¼ 1; …; t
2

xi;j ¼

(4)

xi;jþi

(5)

Suppose the data set to complete the missing value completion is X 0 ¼ fx01;1 ; …; x01;n ; …; x0m;1 ; …; x0m;n g,
and then use the min  max function to standardize it so that the values of all data are in the interval ½0; 1.The
min  max function is
xi;j ¼

x0 i;j  x0 min
x0 max  x0 min

(6)

The data set after preprocessing is X ¼ fx1;1 ; …; x1;n ; …; xm;1 ; …; xm;n g.
3.2 Random Forest Model
This paper uses the unique out-of-bag error of random forest to optimize the internal parameters of
random forest and improve random forest to improve the performance of random forest model algorithm.
Assume that the random forest model RF ¼ f<ðX ; Ti Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; …; N g trained by the sample set X
contains N decision trees, and the number of features of the sample set X are M.
We combine the drosophila algorithm to optimize the internal parameters of the random forest model
[15,16]. In the process of random forest classiﬁcation and recognition, the parameters that determine the
accuracy are generally the number of decision trees TN and the size of the attribute feature subset FT.
Where the number of decision trees TN is too large, the model training time may be too long, and too
small will cause the accuracy to decrease, and the appropriate attribute features subset size FT can also
greatly improve the model performance. Therefore, it is very important to TN and FT optimization, and
the fruit ﬂy algorithm can meet this requirement.
Suppose the size of the fruit ﬂy population is ps, the maximum number of iterations of the algorithm is a,
and the initial fruit ﬂy population coordinates are ðOOBbest ; TNori ; FTori Þ. The fruit ﬂy algorithm is divided
into two stages, namely the olfactory search stage and the visual positioning stage. In the olfactory search
stage, calculate the average odor concentration AOBi j of the i-th fruit ﬂy in the j-th generation
 ps

P
j
OOBi
i¼1
j
AOBi ¼
(7)
ps
where OOBji represents the odor concentration of the i-th fruit ﬂy at the j-th generation, that is, the error outside the
random forest bag, and Adi represent the odor ﬁtness value of the i-th fruit ﬂy. The formula is as follows:
1
Adi ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
TNi2 þ FTi2

(8)
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Then calculate the rate of change of AOBi j :
AOBj  AOBj1
AOBj1

V¼

(9)

According to the change rate, the optimal step weight W ¼ V þ e is obtained, where e is the
adaptive threshold.
Calculate the adaptive optimization route of drosophila:
TNi ¼ TNori þ WV ; FTi ¼ FTori þ WV
then:
OOBbest ¼

(



OOBbest ; OOBbest  OOBji < h


OOBi j ; OOBbest  OOBji  h

(10)

(11)

Repeat several times until the maximum number of iterations a are reached,
Get the drosophila BEST ¼ ½OOBbest ; TNbest ; FTbest  with the highest odor concentration on the
drosophila cluster. Use BEST to construct an optimal random forest.
3.3 Random Forest Model Based On Cloud Computing
On the built Hapood platform, use the MapReduce module to build a random forest model, the steps are
as follows:
a) The random subspace sampling method is used for sampling, multiple sets of characteristic attribute
sets A ¼ fFT1 ; FT2 …; FTN g are extracted, and the number of each group is ﬁxed.
b) The data is distributed among each distributed computing node, and the information A of the
characteristic attribute set is sent to each node, and each Map node gets a key/value pair.
c) Each Map node executes the program, reads and maps the information on the characteristic attribute
set S of the mapper, and separately counts the branch information on different decision tree nodes,
and obtains one or more key/value pairs after processing.
d) After all the Map work is completed, each Map node passes the information to the Reduce node, and
the Reduce node merges the information, performs iterative calculations on the data with the same
key, and calculates the nodes of the ﬁrst layer of different decision trees.
e) Iteratively execute steps 2 to 4 until all decision trees are constructed.
4 Experiment Analysis
In order to verify the performance of the algorithm, this article compares and veriﬁes with the random
forest model under a single server. Collect the daily electricity consumption data of 200 households in a
community in Shanghai from August 2019 to August 2020, and collect the daily electricity consumption
of each user every hour. Smart electricity collection equipment is installed in the residential houses of the
community, and the high-power consumption equipment in the home, such as washing machines,
refrigerators, air conditioners, etc., is transmitted to the home smart gateway wirelessly (433 MHz) to
complete the data collection task. According to the daily power consumption trend, users are divided into
eight categories, category 1 is high power consumption users throughout the day, and category 2 is peak
power consumption users from 6 am to 9 am. Category 3 is the peak power user from 9 am to 12 am,
Category 3 is the peak power user from 12 noon to 3 pm, and Category 4 is the peak power user from
3 pm to 5 pm. Category 5 is peak electricity consumption users from 5 to 7 pm, category 6 is peak
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electricity consumption users from 8 pm to 10 pm, category 7 is peak electricity consumption users from
10 pm to 1 am, and category 8 is low electricity consumption throughout the day power users. Use 70%
of the collected electricity consumption data as the training set, and the remaining 30% as the test set.
To verify the performance of the model, the classiﬁcation accuracy of the model under different data sets
was tested Fig. 3. Data set A contains 3 types of electricity users, data set B contains 4 types of electricity
users, data set C contains 5 types of electricity users, data set D contains 6 types of electricity users, and
data set E contains 7 types of electricity users, Data set F contains 8 power users. It can be seen that as
the data set contains more types, although the model classiﬁcation accuracy rate has decreased, the
overall classiﬁcation remains above 90%.
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Figure 3: Model classiﬁcation accuracy on different data sets
In order to verify the superiority of the model, the TN and FT of the traditional random forest are
compared with the improved random forest proposed in this paper. As shown in the Figs. 4 and 5, it can
be seen that the improved random forest model proposed in this paper is generally better than the
traditional random forest in classiﬁcation performance.
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Figure 4: Change the classiﬁcation accuracy of the decision tree number model
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Figure 5: Change the classiﬁcation accuracy of the attribute feature subset size model
5 Conclusions
In order to help the power supply side perform better resource management and distribution, it is
necessary to classify the electricity consumption of residential users. Based on the distributed architecture
of cloud computing, this paper uses an improved random forest model to design a residential electricity
classiﬁcation method. This method ﬁrstly uses the fruit ﬂy algorithm to improve the random forest model,
and then uses MapReduce to train the improved random forest model on the cloud computing platform.
After that, the trained model is used to analyze the residential electricity consumption data set, and all
residents are divided into 5 categories. And the effect of the model is veriﬁed through experiments.
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